Dear All,
(update again - as a single never married Chinese male, my attitude, opinion towards the below
mentioned females and males is very popular, very rightful among the Chinese and other Asian
communities, including some communities from the other culture, society backgrounds. I believe
there are a lot of males and females in the very similar status as that of mine, i.e. single, never
married and from Chinese or other Asian culture backgrounds, still maintaining the same culture
and ethical principle, with the same attitude, opinion towards the below mentioned females and
males. There is nothing wrong for us to maintain our culture and ethical principle, we're
traditionally used to being encouraged, praised by the culture and society we're coming from, to
keep, maintain this principle. We fully understand that some of the below mentioned females
and males are unhappy, upset, and intend to argue, but if they would have understood the whole
world better, understood the culture and society from different parts of the world better,
understood different individual human beings better, they should embrace our principle. I
believe when some of the below mentioned females and males were in the very similar status as
that of us, they maintained the same culture and ethical principle, but when their personal
status changed, they became the people in different categories, they didn't need to maintain
this principle, while they started to against us who're still maintaining this principle. This is
strange, but understandable.
We will be still to be us, we're in different "page, chapter" as they're in, we can't communicate
with them in the same "language", we shouldn't have any interaction with them, no matter
they're our neighbours, flatmates, or with any other types of relationships with us, if they're
against our culture and ethical principle. This doesn't mean we're not interested in socializing,
not interested in people, not at all, while it is that they are against our culture and ethical
principle, it is their problem, not ours. We know we're the "minority", they're the "majority", but
we're very right to maintain our principle, without being compromised. Let's be in our different
comfort zones, not bother each other. We have a lot more important things of our own to do, no
time and no interest in dealing with them. Sorry and thanks)

(update again - I have been emphasizing many times before that as a never married Chinese
single male, I have no interests with any females - married, divorced, widowed, attached,
partnered, in relationship, or with disability etc. If any of these females harassed me, spread
rumours about me, defame me that I had ever had relationship with them or interested with
them, I will sue them, disclose their nasty behaviour to the public. Apart from the above
mentioned, any females are short, over weight, too shin, with poor sexuality, not healthy
enough to have own baby, over 40 years old (40+ years old females have safety issue to have
own baby, while this isn't applied to the males even a lot older. this is the very popular, simple
medical knowledge), too young, not attractive, or don't have good personal, family and
education backgrounds, don't try to approach me.
This is nothing about discrimination, while it is the right, sensible and understandable thing for me to
do, under my current personal status. If anyone tries to exaggerate this(please don't take this as a
chance to defame me that I'm not good at socializing, nonsense, I don't have obligation to be socialized with
these people, to waste my valuable time, I don't know who you're, have no interests to know you. If you're
lonely, feel helpless, Church is one of the places you can go, there are a lot of Church-centered people there
who're willing to spend a lot of their time with you), you're wasting of your time. I will forward this
Announcement to the public again and again when I notify any of these mentioned females intending
to make a offence.
I don't want to deal with the males who're silly, ignorant, with a simple/disordered/abnormal/dirty
mind, poor taste, not with good education, low level of professionalism, even though they're my flat
mates and neighbours. As an independent person, I want to spend my time wisely and meaningfully,
not waste it with these nonsense people)

(Announcement update - as stated in many of my previous emails, including below ones, in my current
personal never-married status and my Chinese culture background, I have no interest with any of those
females mentioned in my emails. Another very important principle for myself is that it is no-no for me to
build any personal relationship with any of my female flat mates (actually I have no interest with and looked
down upon any of them for many reasons, not just due to their marriage status, age, education, family,
profession and legal etc. backgrounds, while actually they have been trying to seduce me and this makes me
even despise them), even though they're never married singles. As property owner operating a small
renting business (and at the same time is independently building my own ICT business) and living together
with a few flat mates, I only aims for economically/financially to maximize the ROI of the renting business,
however sometimes some female flat mates have their own personal expectation (either initiated by
themselves or instigated by other people), but I don't have any of this kind of intention at all, while there is
only flat mate relationship between me and my flat mates, and I only allow this kind of relationship (flat
mates relationship and this is only for economy purpose) between me and my flat mates. However the male
flat mates and other external people may conspire with and instigate these female flat mates to approach
me for their own advantages, but I will not fall into their trick. Some people consider that I want to have
my own children, YES I do, but I don't need anyone make any arrangement for me, while I will make my own
plan by myself. This is my own business, not anyone else, other people please don't get involved. These
people are not helping me, while they want to take advantages from me, otherwise they won't wilfully
spread rumours about me that I change my history, no China & NZ professional working experiences, not
born & grew up in Beijing, China, no excellent education, no excellent personal and family backgrounds,
unhealthy, violent etc. In fact I'm a lot better than these people in these aspects. Just FYI)
I sent you similar announcement as blow for many times in the past. I want to emphasize here again that as
a never married, principled single Chinese male, I have no interest with any married, divorced, widowed or
attached etc females. However when some of these females who're interested with me identified that I
had no interest with them at all, they started to hate me, to revenge me, to spread rumours around that
I'm interested with them to prevent them from losing face.
I don't prejudice any of these females, just in my own circumstance I have no interest with them and want
to avoid the contact with them. In most cultures/societies, it is fine to do so like me.
For those married, divorced, widowed or attached etc. males, it is their choice for their relationship with
the females in the similar circumstances as themselves.
I'm sure I make this clear now.
Best regards,
Qiubo David Su
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Qiubo Su (David Su) <qiubosu@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Jun 5, 2016 at 8:34 AM
Subject: Fwd: Announcement - Qiubo David Su
To:
Dear All,
I purchased the property 20 Regia Close, Half Moon Bay, Auckland at 2006 and since then I have been
living in the same property with some tenants/flat mates for nearly 10 years so far. There are a total of
about 190 tenants/flat mates have ever lived in my place and they came from about 31 different countries
across 6 different continents in the world.
Renting isn't my main business, while ICT business is the one and I have been spending majority of my time
every day to build my ICT business in the same property. My background is Electronics & Microwave
Technology engineering in China and Computer & Software engineering in New Zealand, and I love ICT,
very keen to build my ICT business.
I have been a single, a very disciplined person and a very independent individual. I have ever worked as ICT
professional for NZ largest Telco organization, NZ largest software company and one of the largest
international IT organizations in the world. In China, prior immigrated to NZ, I have been worked as

Electronic Engineer and Telco professional for Electronics company, Computer HardDisk manufacturer,
Telco system and Telco system testing instruments organizations. So when I build my ICT business, I don't
need anyone to help or assist me, when I maintain and innovate my property, fix my car etc., I don't need
anyone to help or assist me either, particularly I don't need any of my tenants/flat mates or neighbors to
help or assist me, I don't give them any chance to get involved with my ICT business, and don't give them
any chance to try to approach me. Independence became my character for many years before I immigrated
to NZ.
In these many years of running the renting business, I have been selective for the people who I want to live
with. I prefer the tenants/flat mates have similar background as mine (if not, at minimum they need to be
nice, tidy & clean, responsible, not mean), not prefer female to live in my place (due to I don't think ICT is the
area the female love), particularly don't prefer female to live in upstairs the same floor as I live. In so many
years, I have always prevent the female tenants/flat mates from approaching me and I have never had any
relationship etc. with any female tenants/flat mates ever lived in my place so far. I'm a very disciplined
individual.
If any of my female tenants/flat mates said anything bad about me, e.g. they had relationship with me or I
want to attract them etc, don't trust them at all. They're lying for their own advantages (actually these
females have been trying to attract me, to approach me, but I refused them, and they become frustrated and
conspired together to revenge me. they even conspired with the other male flat mates to spread rumors about
me, to defame me). Be careful ! (if any external females said any similar things bad about me, please don't
trust any of them either, ignore all of them completely. actually they try to attract me, to approach me, to
spread rumors to the public that they have relationship with me, so to restrict me, but they're lying. they're
nonsense. i always refuse them)
Moreover my property has been in good condition since I purchased it at 2006, in even better condition
after i maintained and renovated it in recent a couple of years. The last time I maintained and renovated
my property was from prior Xmas 2104 to January 2015, and since then I have never done any major
maintenance and renovation tasks on my property (don't want to do these for anyone else also), while I
spent all my time working on my ICT businesses (e.g. Cloud Computing, Financial & Accounting, and recently
Computerized Mathematic Modeling etc). It anyone else (e.g. my flat mates, neighbors and some people from
some communities) tell you something differently, ignore them, don't trust them at all (sometimes they
were well prepared and recorded me when we had conversation, recorded some noises or took some photos,
but these can prove nothing, just ignore them).
Just FYI and have a great long weekend.
Best regards,
Qiubo David Su

